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Item 8.01 Other Events.
 

On January 7, 2022, Liquidia Technologies, Inc. (the “Company”) filed a motion seeking summary judgment of invalidity of claims 1-3, 6, and 8-
9 of U.S. Patent No. 9,593,066 (“the ’066 patent”) and claims 1-4, 6, and 8 of U.S. Patent No. 9,604,901 (“the ’901 patent”) due to collateral estoppel in the
lawsuit filed by United Therapeutics Corporation (“United Therapeutics”) against the Company in the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware
(Case No. 1:20-cv-00755-RGA) (the “Hatch-Waxman Litigation”). On March 11, 2022, Magistrate Judge Jennifer L. Hall issued a recommendation to
deny the Company’s motion on grounds that United Therapeutics did not have timely notice of the Company’s collateral estoppel argument and on grounds
that the prior decision that served as the basis for collateral estoppel was decided based on a different standard of proof than the standard of proof that will
apply in the Hatch-Waxman Litigation. In issuing her recommendation, Judge Hall expressly noted that she was not commenting on the validity of the
asserted claims in the ‘066 or ‘901 patents or the likelihood that the Court may find the claims of the ‘066 and ‘901 patents invalid for the same reasons that
the U.S. Patent Trial and Appeal Board found U.S. Patent No. 8,497,393 invalid. The parties have the opportunity to object to Judge Hall’s
recommendation, after which Judge Richard G. Andrews, who is presiding over the Hatch-Waxman Litigation, will issue a decision on whether he adopts
Judge Hall’s recommendation.

 
As previously disclosed, in December 2021, United Therapeutics agreed to the entry of judgment of the Company’s non-infringement of the ’901

patent based on the Court’s construction of certain terms in the patent. Accordingly, only the ‘066 patent and U.S. Patent No. 10,716,793 (‘793 patent)
remain at issue in the Hatch-Waxman Litigation. Trial is scheduled for March 28-30, 2022, with closing arguments to be held on March 31, 2022.
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